
Mindset and Strategy are Our Basic Problem

Dan Peña (AKA “The Trillion Dollar Man” & “The Money Messiah”) writes:

“When difficult decisions need to be taken the average person goes wrong by solving the
wrong problems… 

Bad decisions are made because situations are not considered in a broader context. This leads
to developing tolerance and accepting problems. Choosing solutions from decisions is more a
habit  than figuring what decisions should be addressed.  The easy way out is  to do what
comes naturally and not question the issues as this becomes an emotionally-easier decision.” 1

Entrepreneurs and financially successful people like Peña know that emotions get in the way of decision-
making as we travel down the road of life. I’m sure you can agree with this as you look back at the many
decisions you’ve made where your emotions got involved.

Moran Pober says:

"Any problem you have in business or in life in general is either a MINDSET PROBLEM or a
STRATEGY PROBLEM".2

Who is Moran Pober? He’s the founder, CEO & President of  Acquisitions.com and has had extensive dealings with many
entrepreneurial projects. He has carried out extensive assignments with many 7-figure companies. He is also a former Israeli
Defense Force soldier.

So our main problem with making progress in life is that we have the wrong mindset &/or the wrong
strategy for most situations we face. Moran admits that most people will say, “Hey, I don't have a problem
with my mindset”.  Dan Peña answers that  retort  by showing that emotions  create and interfere with
people’s mindset.

From a kingdom perspective, “Our inability to prosper or go to the next level will always be attributable
to either a bad mindset or a bad strategy, or both”3

From an apostolic perspective, the reason God’s New Covenant people haven’t fulfilled his plans for
creation over the past 2,000 years can be attributed to the wrong mindsets and the wrong strategies. This
is exemplified in their failure to receive and implement Heaven’s strategies and their desire to follow the
mindsets that man (humans) have generated. I speak specifically of Christianity which is a religion that
has only produced the church system(s). 

In this New Era of the Kingdom, forerunners are leading the process to transform the people of God into
the  ekklesia and the cohort of Kingdom citizens they are meant to be. They are training them to be in
alignment with Heaven and to be totally focussed on Kingdom business. The apostolic are an essential
component of this as they guide the process using the blueprints and strategies they receive from Heaven.
 

[Information supplied by José Henriquez]
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1 – www.danpena.co.uk/issue-6 
2 – See video: “QLA For Dummies - Dan Pena QLA Beginners Guide”     [0:38-0:47]
      www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb1M6YUEO8k 
3 – Personal statement by José Henriquez
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